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Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

“Despite the uncertainty of entrepreneurial journeys, Cyberport helped us formulate our
development plans and set us on a path to success. By participating in the Cyberport
Creative Micro Fund and the Cyberport Incubation Programme, I gained many valuable
opportunities to showcase the business, including chances to attend international
conferences to promote Bowtie.”
չ㖈ⶾ噠鸏哭⯏怏劢濼涸騟♳侸焺度⼿⸔ⴲⶾⰗ鋊ⷔ㥪涮㾝话㕬㻜驏䧮⦛涸ⶾ噠
㣆鷴麕莅侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄ⿻㛆肬鎙ⷔ䧮⦛栽䖤䖎㢵ꨈ腋〳顜涸噠㾝爚堥
剚刿䖤⟃涬♳㕜ꥹ锸㠢涸㣐莻〵䲿⼮Bowtie涸濼そ䏞պ

Fred Ngan 겝罇鰜
Co-founder and Co-CEO of Bowtie
⥃岲➃㡽ⶾ鳵➃⿻耢ざ遤佟籎鄪

Cultivating talent and instilling entrepreneurship skills in youngsters are the cornerstone
of fostering the development of innovation and technology. In recent years, many university
students have got a taste of entrepreneurship through different programmes, while more
researchers have also commercialised their research results. Meanwhile, the government
has also devoted more resources to promote science education in schools, which we believe
will stimulate our younger generation’s interest in innovation and empower them with
fundamental knowledge.
㛆肬ⶾ猰➃䩞莅䲿⦸ⶾ噠괐孵僽䲀⹛ⶾ猰涮㾝涸㛇燊鵜䎃馊⢵馊㢵㣐㷸欰鷴
麕♶ず鎙ⷔ♧㎲ⶾ噠徱❠剤♶㼱须幀灇瑖➃㆞㼟灇瑖䧭卓㉂ㅷ⻋佟䏎鵜䎃
❠琎噲⸈䓽⚥㼭㷸涸猰兜來肬湱⥌腋㣁㉬涮倞♧➿㼩ⶾ倞猰䪮涸莇馱ㄤꭘ㔿㛇
燊濼陏

Comprehensive entrepreneurship support

倰⡙ⶾ噠佅䴂鎙ⷔ

Launched in 2005, the Cyberport Incubation Programme (CIP) has nurtured

չ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔպ荈2005䎃㉬⹛㢵䎃⢵㛆肬

hundreds of successful start-ups over the years. Some of them have

ⴀ侸⟃涰鎙涸䧭⸆ⴲⶾ⟱噠刿剤鿈ⴕ儢魨

become “unicorns” (start-ups with a market capitalisation valued at US$1

չ栬錬桊պ
䋑⧩10⭚繡⯋䧴⟃♳涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠

billion or above), including GOGOVAN and Klook. Driven by Hong Kong’s

⺫䭍GOGOVANㄤ㹐騟ꦑ衽껻度涸ⶾ噠괐孵

growing entrepreneurial spirit, CIP was met with the enthusiastic response

恸慮չ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔպ㜡そ䥰攨捙䎃

of the public with more than 600 applications in the past fiscal year. In view

ⰉⰟ䱺栽馄麕600⟨歍锞剤鋅⿻姽䧮⦛歋

of this, we will increase the admission quotas of the programme to 130

2019/20䎃䏞饱㼟鎙ⷔそ겙㟞荛嫦䎃130⦐

incubatees per year from 2019/20 onwards to bridge the demand gap.

⟃怏駈륔㣐涸宠
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In 2018/19, Cyberport received further funding from the government to
increase the financial assistance ceiling of the CIP from HK$330,000 to
HK$500,000. More than 250 start-ups benefited from the enhanced scheme
during the year. To better gauge the performance of our incubatees,
Cyberport improved the funding mechanism with the introduction of a
performance-based assessment.
On top of the initial financial assistance of HK$100,000 granted to the
incubatee upon joining the programme, progressive reviews will be
carried out to evaluate the incubatee’s performance over a two-year
period to determine the amount of the remaining funding of HK$400,000
to be granted. This is different from the previous arrangement of direct
reimbursement. The new mechanism enables Cyberport to monitor and
guides the start-ups more effectively. At the same time, red tape was
cut to allow start-ups more flexibility to innovate and achieve committed
milestones to their best abilities.
In addition to financial assistance, Cyberport provides comprehensive
support for start-ups, including professional advice of mentors, technical
advice and investor matching. They are also entitled to free access
to Cyberport’s co-working spaces during the incubation period. The
Entrepreneurship Centre, located at Cyberport 3, is designated for the CIP
incubatees. It was officially launched during the year to provide start-ups
with state-of-the-art equipment and a comfortable environment for work,
meetings and collaboration.
Cyberport continues to provide the HK$100,000 seed funding through
Cyberport Creative Micro Fund (CCMF). During the six-month programme
period, the start-ups can put their ideas into practice and develop
product or solution prototypes. In 2018/19, a total of 97 projects were
granted by CCMF. The projects range from FinTech, smart living to digital
entertainment.
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侸焺度倴2018/19䎃䏞栽暶⼦佟䏎丸妵㼟
չ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔպ涸頿须⸔♳ꣳ歋麕
涸33蠝度⯋䲿넞荛50蠝度⯋䎃ⰉⰟ剤馄麕
250㹻ⴲⶾ⟱噠「䟃倴剤ꡠ⮛⻋䲃倷

姽㢫侸焺度❠佖㊥✫չ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔպ涸丸
妵堥ⵖ歋麕涸㻜㜡㻜ꌼ佖捀呏亙邍植涮
佞ⴲⶾ⟱噠剚⯓䖤ⵌ10蠝度⯋饱⹛须ꆄⰦ
긅40蠝度⯋㼟呏亙邍植鐱⠮堥ⵖ倴Ⰽ䎃ⴕꥣ
媯涮佞倞堥ⵖ♧倰〳⟂侸焺度腋刿剤佪㖒
湌㻌⿻䭸㼬「㛆肬Ⱇ〥♧倰⟂ⴲⶾ⟱噠
㖈ⶾ倞涸麕玑ㄤ遤佟玑䎸刿剤䔞䚍

ꤑ✫頿须⸔侸焺度❠捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿⣘倰
⡙佅䴂⺫䭍ⶾ噠㼬䌌涸㼠噠䠑鋅䪮遯곃㉏
⟃⿻栽㸞䱖莅悴㖈䫏须罏剚⟃⿻倴㛆肬劍
栽侸焺度䲿⣘⯝獆䊨⡲⡙倴侸焺度㕨⼦♲
劍Ⰹ涸倞չ⟱噠涮㾝⚥䗱պ㼠捀չ侸焺度㛆肬
鎙ⷔպⰗ罜鏤⚛倴䎃Ⰹ姻䒭䫏Ⰵ麌⡲捀
ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿⣘鏤⪔⯓鹎橇㞯莞黠涸䊨⡲剚
陾⿻❜崩瑠
侸焺度糒糵鷴麕չ侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄպ䲿
⣘10蠝度⯋涸珏㶩㛇ꆄ⼿⸔➮⦛㖈6⦐剢涸
鎙ⷔ劍Ⰹ㼟䠑䙂➰門㻜驏䒊用欴ㅷ꧶㘗
2018/19䎃䏞չ侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄպⰟ佅䴂
✫97⦐갪湡巒覈ꆄ輑猰䪮兰䢵欰崞⟃荛侸
焺㫨坿瘞眕毑

侸焺度䎃㜡
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“AMBIT is committed to developing the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) intelligent geographic

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

information system. After joining the Cyberport Incubation Programme, we find it easier
to reach out to creative talent and entrepreneurs from all over the world on the Cyberport
campus. Also, thanks to the all-round support provided by the Cyberport team, we are now
able to let more media outlets and the public understand the latest development of drone
sketching technology and how it contributes to the smart city development in Hong Kong.”
չAMBITꌴ䠑涮㾝搂➃堥兰腋㖒椚⥌䜂禺窡䧮⦛㖈⸈Ⰵ
ջ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔռ
䖕诔衽Ⱖ㕨⼦
笪窄腋䱺鍸⢵荈⚆歲ぐ㖒涸ⶾ猰➃䩞ㄤ⟱噠㹻ず儘剤飅Ⱖ㕰倰⡙佅䴂腋雊⫄㯯
ㄤ㣐滞✫鍑ⵌ剓倞涸搂➃堥稇䲾䪮遯捀䲀⹛兰䢵㙹䋑涮㾝湈♧ⴕ⸂պ

Eric Yau ⚊⛓땃
Founder of AMBIT
AMBIT ⶾ鳵➃

To encourage more young entrepreneurs to expand into the mainland

捀렽⺑刿㢵䎃鰋ⶾ噠㹻䬪㾝Ⰹ㖒䋑㜥侸焺

market, the Cyberport Guangdong-Hong Kong Young Entrepreneur

度莊鳵չ侸焺度 • 礡度ꫭ䎃ⶾ噠鎙ⷔպ雊껻度

Programme (Cyberport GD-HK YEP) was organised. It connected aspiring

⿻䑞匌㖒⼦剤䘋ⶾ噠涸须鎝猰䪮莅侸焺猰䪮㼠

IT and digital tech entrepreneurs in both Hong Kong and Guangdong to

䩞伟䩛䱳程ざ⡲涸堥剚䎃ⰉⰟ剤10⦐礡度

explore collaboration possibilities. A total of 10 Guangdong-Hong Kong

ざ⡲갪湡栽䖤չ侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄպ
騗歲鎙

cooperation projects were selected to get the seed funding provided by

ⷔ涸珏㶩㛇ꆄ须⸔
չ侸焺度礡度ꫭ䎃ⶾ噠鎙

the Cross-Boundary Programme of the CCMF. The Cyberport GD-HK YEP

ⷔպ㼟倴2019/20䎃䏞⼮秹捀չ侸焺度㣐抓⼦ꫭ

will be upgraded and renamed as the Cyberport Greater Bay Area Young

䎃ⶾ噠鎙ⷔպ巒覈㣐抓⼦Ⰹぐ⦐㙹䋑⺫䭍

Entrepreneurship Programme (GBA YEP) in 2019/20, serving the building

껻度慍⿻䑞匌溁Ⰹ涸剤䘋ⶾ噠㹻

entrepreneurs of all of the major cities across the Greater Bay Area,
including Hong Kong, Macau and the Guangdong Province.
In partnership with the six major universities in Hong Kong, the

չ侸焺度 • 㣐㷸ざ⡲㣎⠶鎙ⷔպ鸮糵痧㔋䎃鹎

Cyberport University Partnership Programme (CUPP) has been in place

遤莅劥度Ⱉ㹻㣐㷸伟䩛捀㣐㷸欰䲿⣘⟃ꆄ

for four consecutive years to provide students with FinTech-focused

輑猰䪮捀겗涸ⶾ噠㛆鎯19⢵荈劥㖒㣐㷸涸

entrepreneurship training opportunities. Last year, a total of 19 teams

⟿ꤑ✫倴껻度䱺「♧鸮⚮䊨⡲㖷⿻㛆鎯铭

from the local universities joined CUPP and attended a week-long FinTech

玑㢫刿黇饬繡㕜蓐⸈ㆥ㣐㷸䋒倛㉂㷸ꤎ

bootcamp held at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business and

莅捀劍♧僤劍涸ⶾ噠斊⚛錚殹㖒갥㼺涸侸

visited top tech firms and start-up accelerators in Chicago. Before and after

焺猰䪮Ⱇ⿻⸈鸠㐼㔐度䖕ぐ⟿莅갥㼺

the trip, the teams spent time with top industry experts to learn about the

遤噠㼠㹻㷸绢剤ꡠꆄ輑猰䪮걆㚖⟃⼿⸔➮⦛

FinTech landscape to help them develop market-ready solutions. The 13

涮䋑㜥㽠筱涸鍑对倰呪鐱㻤㕰剓䖕鼇ⴀ13

outstanding teams selected by a judging panel each won a seed funding

佅⮛⟿嫦㖳栽䖤10蠝度⯋涸չ侸焺度

of HK$100,000 to kick-start their entrepreneurial dream, plus a fast-track

ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄպ⟃⿻չ侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔպ涸

interview opportunity to the CIP.

鑑堥剚㾝Ⱖⶾ噠⛓騟
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Smart-Space 8 expands Cyberport’s geographical coverage

Smart-Space 8 仍㾝侸焺度笪窄

Over the years, Cyberport has established seven Smart-Space co-working

侸焺度㢵䎃⢵倴謮䪜卌㕨⼦䒊用✫♬⦐

spaces on the Pokfulam campus to provide start-ups with affordable, well-

Smart-SpaceⰟ❧䊨⡲捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿⣘⭆呔

equipped office and meeting spaces. In 2018/19, Cyberport expanded out

湱㹆鏤⪔㸤㊥涸鳵Ⱇ⿻剚陾㜥䨾2018/19

of Pokfulam for the first time and established a new co-working space in

䎃䏞侸焺度껷䏞遼ⴀ謮䪜卌⚛倴蘾抓鏤用껷

Tsuen Wan.

⦐㕨⼦㢫涸Ⱏ❧䊨⡲Smart-Space 8

Offered under the Space Sharing Scheme for Youth proposed in the 2017 Policy

Smart-Space 8 鷴 麕 2017 倷 佟 㜡 デ ⚥ 䲿 ⴀ 涸

Address, Smart-Space 8 comprises about 20,000 square feet of floor space and

չꫭ䎃Ⱏ❧瑠鎙ⷔպ⟃⡜倴䋑⭆涸獆ꆄ

is offered to eligible applicants, aged 18-35 starting up a business, at discounted

䲿⣘秉Ⰽ蠝䎂倰ヌ垜捀18荛35娔涸䎃鰋ⶾ

rental rates relative to market prices. Since its inception in last July, Smart-

噠㹻䲿⣘㢵♧⦐佐顥湱㹆哭妵崞涸鳵Ⱇ

Space 8 has attracted 90 start-ups, with an occupancy rate of 85 per cent.

瑠鼇乵Smart-Space 8 荈䎃7 剢㉬欽⟃

During the year, Cyberport hosted about 40 events, workshops, sharing sessions

⢵䊺竤䒸90 㹻ⴲⶾ⟱噠鹎꽏ⴀ獆桧麨

and networking events at Smart-Space 8 to promote the entrepreneurial

ⵌ85%侸焺度❠倴䎃Ⰹ倴Smart-Space 8莊

atmosphere and sharing of ideas.

鳵✫秉40 㜥崞⹛䊨⡲㖷ⴕ❧剚⿻耢铿崞
⹛瘞⟃렽⺑✽湱❜崩ⴕ❧涸ⶾ噠孨㕠
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Improving start-ups’ competitiveness

䲿⼮ⴲⶾ畹昰⸂

Cyberport is committed to helping start-ups equip themselves with the

侸焺度荞⸂⼿⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠䱍䳣剓倞猰䪮涮

latest technology tools, marketing channels and investor pitching skills.

㾝斊ꌼ䋑㜥䲀䑞⟃⿻䥰㼩䫏须罏涸䪮䊫

Cyberport Technology Network (CTN) brings together the world's top tech

չ 侸 焺 度 猰 䪮 笪 窄 պ笪 繏  椕 갥 㼺 涸 猰 䪮 ⟱

companies, including Alibaba Cloud, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google,

噠⺫䭍ꅽꨣ❏꼛麽笪騟剪AWS

Microsoft and Tencent Cloud, to provide start-ups with technical seminars,

GoogleMicrosoftㄤ꿴鎝ꨣ瘞捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿

workshops, certificate courses and other skill-building activities. These

⣘䪮遯闍䏠䊨⡲㖷阮剅铭玑瘞⸔➮⦛䱍

training resources equip them with more advanced technical skills like

䳣ꨣ畮鎙皿➃䊨兰腋㣐侸亙ⴕ區ㄤ爢❜䎂

cloud computing, AI, big data analytics and social media marketing. Special

〵斊ꌼ瘞⯓鹎猰䪮罜鿈ⴕ刿䲿⣘⮛䟃倰呪

packages were offered to the start-ups at affordable prices.

꣮⡜ⴲⶾ⟱噠䥰欽㼺畮䪮遯涸壋

Last October, Cyberport teamed up with 500 Startups to host the two-day

侸 焺 度 倴  䎃 10 剢 耢 ず 500 Startups  莊 鳵

Cyberport Angel Investor Pitch Training, which was taught by 500 Startups

捀 劍 Ⰽ 㣔 涸 Cyberport Angel Investor Pitch

experts, on how to handle investor relations. Besides, Cyberport also

Training歋500 Startups涸㼠㹻⫄䱇䥰㼩䫏须

organised a series of "Start-up Clinic" workshops with experts advising on

罏涸䪮䊫姽㢫侸焺度❠硁鳵
չⴲⶾ鏻䨾պ禺

Cultivating the next generation of talent

㛆肬倞♧➿ⶾ猰䙼笞

strategies to enter the mainland market, set business objectives, as well as

䊨⡲㖷鼝锞㼠㹻ぢⴲⶾ⟱噠➿邍闍鍑䬪
Ⰹ㖒䋑㜥ⵖ㹁噠湡垦⟃⿻頿괐ꦖ盘椚瘞

Cyberport has been actively promoting comprehensive training to expose
students to the fundamentals of entrepreneurship and technology
innovation, including internship and career support, to prepare them for a
future career in the tech sector.

侸焺度琎噲䲀⹛ꆚ㼩㷸欰涸ⶾ噠⿻猰䪮來肬㛆

manage financial risk.

In partnership with DreamStarter, a not-for-profit organisation, Cyberport
co-hosted the “Third DreamStarter Kids Pitching Day” to allow students
from 11 primary and secondary schools to share their dream projects
on Cyberport’s start-up stage. They put forward over 200 solutions to
problems in our daily life and social issues and bid for funds through online
crowdfunding platforms. More than 3,000 teachers and students took part
in the event.

侸焺度耢ずꬌ暑ⵄ穉籽DreamStarterչ ㉬㣆罏

倰涸铭겗

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

“We have received different types of support since joining the CIP in 2018. Roborn has
gained a lot of promotion opportunities. In particular, Cyberport’s media and marketing
network support make it easier for us to reach out to investors. With much honour, we
received the 2019 Hong Kong ICT Awards – “ICT Startup” Grand Award and “Hardware &
Devices” Gold Award in April this year. Through these recognitions, we hope to draw more
public attention to the development of 5G robotics technology in Hong Kong.”
չ 䧮 ⦛ 㖈 2018 䎃 ⸈ Ⰵջ 侸 焺 度 㛆 肬 鎙 ⷔ ռ⚛ 栽 䖤 ♶ ず 眕 毑 涸 佅 䴂 ꤑ✫须 ꆄ ♳ 涸 䍲
⸔鷴 麕 侸焺度涸㯯 넓 笪窄ㄤ䋑㜥䲀 䑞⟂Roborn䖤ⵌ刿㢵㹒⫄ 堥剚雊䧮⦛刿㺂
僒 䱺 鍸 䫏 须 罏 㖈➛ 䎃 㔋 剢 䧮 ⦛ 䖎 囙 䎋 㤾 䖤2019 䎃䏞չ 껻 度 须 鎝 ⿻ 鸒 鎝 猰 䪮 栁 պ
须鎝猰䪮ⴲⶾ⟱噠㣐栁⟃⿻炽⟝莅鏤⪔穉ⴽꆄ栁䋞劆腋렽⺑刿㢵Ⱇ滞✫鍑껻度涸5G堥

In early 2019, Cyberport co-operated with AWS Educate by the Amazon Web
Services (AWS), to provide free online cloud computing courses for more
than 400 students over 14 years old. The curriculum is designed to help
students develop technical expertise in cloud computing.

鎯⚛䲿⣘㻜绢ㄤ㽠噠佅䴂⸔倞♧➿䫏魨猰
䪮遤噠

鎙ⷔպざ⡲莊鳵痧♲㾂⯥留㣆䟝须傈雊
⢵荈11㹻⚥㼭㷸涸ず㷸ⴕ❧➮⦛馄麕200⦐㣆
䟝갪湡捀䧮⦛傈䌢欰崞⿻爢剚㉏겗䲿⣘鍑倰
呪⚛鷴麕笪♳䎂〵滞硁㻜植鎙ⷔ僽妄崞⹛
䒸馄麕3,000そ䌌欰莅

侸焺度倴2019䎃ⴲ騈AWS偫♴涸AWS Educate
ざ⡲捀14娔⟃♳涸㷸欰䲿⣘⯝顥涸笪♳ꨣ畮
麌皿㛇燘铭玑㉬涮➮⦛㼩ꨣ畮猰䪮涸莇馱
鎙ⷔ䒸馄麕400そ㷸欰莅

Cyberport has stepped up efforts in FinTech talent cultivation. To do so, as
an example, we collaborated with Bank of China (Hong Kong) in April last
year to stage the BOCHK FinTech Hackathon 2018. More than 130 teams
took part in the competition.

侸焺度琎噲幀⻋㖈ꆄ輑猰䪮➃䩞㛆鎯涸䊨⡲

Besides, Cyberport also co-organised the “Inter-School Innovation
Competition on Insurance Technology: Life Can Be Insured" with the
Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau, the Vocational Training Council
(VTC) and the Financial Incentive Scheme for Professional Training ("FIS")
pilot scheme. Over 220 secondary school and university students took part
in the competition, which included workshops and a 24-hour hackathon, to
showcase their innovative ideas in InsurTech.

〥㢫⿶莅頿竤✲⿻䏨㽷耷噠鎯箻㽷⟃

⺫䭍倴䎃4剢莅⚥ꋓ껻度ざ⡲莊鳵չ⚥ꋓ껻度
噲㹐㣐飓պ捀噠歲涮䱡Ⱘ⮛猗悴颶涸ꆄ輑猰
䪮➃䩞㛆肬欰⸂鮪䒸130㢵佅⟿飓

唒➃涮㾝պ

Eden Lu ス⸂ば
Founder and CEO of Roborn Dynamics
騟齦⹛⸂ⶾ鳵➃⿻遤佟籎鄪
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⿻⥃ꦖ噠➃䩞㛆鎯⯓㼬鎙ⷔざ⡲莊鳵չ⥃ꦖ
猰䪮ⶾ倞㉂噠㣐飓欰崞剤䖤⥃պ䒸馄麕
220そ⚥㷸欰⿻㣐㷸欰莅⚛鷴麕䊨⡲㖷⿻
24㼭儘涸랱㹐꼛䬘匡嫲飓㉬涮㷸欰㼩⥃ꦖ猰
䪮⿻⥃ꦖ遤噠涸ⶾ倞䙼笞
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Cultivating esports talent

捀ꨶ畹噠䲿⣘➃䩞

Attracting more young people into tech careers

䒸刿㢵䎃鰋➃䫏魨猰䪮欴噠

Esports is emerging as an exciting new market. Demand for esports talent

ꨶ畹遤噠㖈劥度倰莇劢蒕剤㣐涸涮㾝悴

In 2018/19, Cyberport offered more than 210 local students an opportunity

2018/19頿佟䎃䏞侸焺度鸒麕չ侸焺猰䪮㻜绢

with diverse skill sets will continue to grow. Cyberport is now actively

⸂㼩Ⱘ剤湱ꡠ濼陏涸➃䩞宠馊⢵馊㣐

to intern at various tech firms and the IT departments of large enterprises

鎙ⷔպ捀馄麕210そ劥㖒㷸欰䲿⣘ⵌ猰䪮Ⱇ

supporting esports and one of the initiatives is to train more esports talent

侸焺度琎噲䬪㾝ꨶ畹欴噠Ⱖ⚥♧갪ꅾ럊䊨⡲

through the Cyberport Digital Tech Internship Programme. Apart from local

⟃⿻㣐㘗⟱噠涸猰䪮鿈㻜绢涸堥剚ꤑ✫劥

and encourage more young people to join the digital entertainment and

㽠僽捀噠歲㛆鎯刿㢵➃䩞

employers, Cyberport offered internship opportunities at Silicon Valley,

㖒涸⟱噠ㄤ堥圓鎙ⷔ刿㸞䱖㷸欰ⵌ繡㕜瀢

as well as at companies or organisations in Shanghai and the Greater

靽♳嵳⟃⿻㣐抓⼦㙹䋑㻜绢莅涸濼そ猰

Bay Area. Companies participating in the programme now include Cisco

䪮⟱噠⺫䭍䙼猰禺窡ㄤ꼟孒庉麥㉂噠剪

esports industries.
As part of the initiative, Cyberport and HKU SPACE now jointly offer the

侸焺度莅껻度㣐㷸㼠噠鹎⥜㷸ꤎHKU SPACE

“Diploma in eSports Science” programme so as to develop a talent pool

ざ鳵涸չꨶ㶩畹䪮猰㷸俒䤊պ僽度껷⦐麨ⵌ

for the esports industry. It is the first esports course in Hong Kong that is

须娜卺圓痧♲秹涸ꨶ畹遤噠铭玑Ⱟ隡铭玑倴

Apart from internship placement, every year Cyberport organises an

侸焺度嫦䎃❠捀剤䠑䫏魨ⶾ猰遤涸㷸欰䥰

equivalent to Level 3 of Hong Kong Qualifications Framework. The part-time

䎃♬剢铭갸鎙嫦劍䬸欰50➃

annual Career Fair to give students, fresh graduates and job seekers an

㾂殗噠欰ㄤ䎃鰋➃䲿⣘宠耷䎂〵倴➛䎃3剢

course commenced in July last year and is expected to admit 50 students

opportunity to explore the job openings offered by Cyberport community

莊遤涸痧❀㾂չ侸焺度䬸翵⽈錒պ剤鵜100㹻

in each programme period.

members. Over 600 job openings were offered by nearly 100 tech

猰䪮⟱噠⿻ⴲⶾⰗ莅䲿⣘㣐秉600⦐耷

Systems and Fung Omni Services (Shenzhen).

幀㖕瘞

companies at the fifth annual Career Fair held in March this year. The fair

⡙䒸鹬2,600そ宠耷罏ⵌ㜥錚⽈錒刿

Meanwhile, the first batch of 40 students completed the Junior Police Call

〥㢫侸焺度❠莅껻度ꨶ畹籎剚껻度㣐㷸㼠

attracted over 2,600 job seekers interested in the innovation and technology

倞㟞鏤չꨶ畹⼦պⰟ剤16㹻ꨶ畹湱ꡠⰗ莅

(JPC) Foundation Certificate in Esports Science and graduated last year.

噠鹎⥜㷸ꤎ⟃⿻㼱䎃陪鎝ざ⡲捀40㢵そ㼱䎃

sector. An “Esports Zone” was featured for the first time, in which 16 esports

鹎遤䬸翵

The programme was organised in partnership with the Hong Kong Esports

陪鎝㷸㆞䲿⣘ꨶ㶩畹䪮㛇燊猰㷸阮剅Ⱖ⚥㔋

companies were present.

Association, HKU SPACE and the JPC. Four of the participants were offered

そ㷸㆞刿栽㸞䱖二⟤䎃꧉⸈麨❏麌剚ꨶ畹爚

an opportunity to serve as helpers at the Asian Games in Jakarta last year.

眕飓✲涸䊨⡲➃㆞審《㼂顜涸崞⹛竤뀿

Creating sustainable talent pool

䭰糵㛆鎯㼠䩞

After years of concerted efforts, Cyberport has established close

竤麕㢵䎃涸⸗⸂侸焺度䊺竤莅劥㖒⿻嵳㢫涸

co-operative relationships with local and overseas higher education

넞瘞㷸䏎㼠噠㕰넓⟃⿻猰䪮五䒊用筝㺙涸

institutions, professional bodies and tech giants to jointly cultivate

ざ⡲ꡠ⤚Ⱏず捀ⶾ倞猰䪮歲㛆肬刿㢵Ⱘ㕜ꥹ

innovative talents with an international perspective and enhance industry

鋕ꅿ涸➃䩞⟃⿻䲿넞噠歲宐䎂侸焺度䲿⣘

standards. Down the road, Cyberport will continue to consolidate

♶ず涸㼠噠铭玑㛆鎯须彂㻜绢鎙ⷔ⟃⿻䌌

professional courses, training resources, internship programmes and

笪窄⟃䲿⣘刿禺窡⻋涸➃䩞㛆鎯䎂〵捀

mentor network in collaboration with tertiary institutions, professional

ⶾ猰遤噠呖㛆刿㢵劢⢵啥垗

bodies and technology partners.
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✫鍑㥶⡦넓뀿AR佪卓ꠗ㼓Ⰹ갤

Industry Development 遤噠涮㾝

Industry Development
遤噠涮㾝

FinTech
ꆄ輑猰䪮

Digital Entertainment & Esports
侸焺㫨坿莅ꨶ㶩畹䪮

Smart Living
兰䢵欰崞

Cyberport spares no effort in establishing innovation and technology as one of the economic
pillars for Hong Kong that will continue to drive economic growth. We have identified
FinTech, digital entertainment & esports and smart living as the three major clusters with
the highest growth potential. We also promote the advancement of AI & big data, blockchain
and cybersecurity that will lay the foundations for future technology applications.
侸焺度濶䘋㼟ⶾ倞⿻猰䪮噠䩧鸤䧭껻度涸佅叙欴噠捀倞竤憘岤Ⰵ彂彂♶穪涸
⹛⸂侸焺度㼠岤䲀⹛涸♲⦐䥰欽眕毑⺫䭍ꆄ輑猰䪮侸焺㫨坿莅ꨶ㶩畹䪮⟃
⿻兰䢵欰崞涸欴噠涮㾝仍㣐䋑㜥鋊垸ず儘琎噲䲀⹛➃䊨兰腋⿻㣐侸亙⼦㝆
ꕖ䪮遯⟃⿻笪窄㸞涸䪮遯䲿⼮ㄤ䥰欽捀劢⢵涸猰䪮䥰欽㤮㹁㛇燊

Thriving FinTech ecosystem

In the meantime, Cyberport raises the profile of Hong Kong’s FinTech

侸焺度鷴麕琎噲硁ⷔ⿻莅♶ず涸ꆄ輑猰䪮崞

capability through organising and taking part in different industry events.

⹛㾝爚껻度㖈ꆄ輑猰䪮倰涸㻜⸂ꅾ럊

As an example, led by InvestHK, the Hong Kong FinTech Week was staged

崞⹛⛓♧僽歋䫏须䲀䑞縭暽걧倴䎃10剢29

from 29 October to 2 November. As one of the FinTech partners of the

傈荛11剢2傈莊遤涸չ껻度ꆄ輑猰䪮ヰպ侸焺

event, Cyberport set up a pavilion dedicated to showcasing the cutting-edge

度⡲捀崞⹛涸ꆄ輑猰䪮ざ⡲㣎⠶桧걆⛰㹻

FinTech solutions of nine Cyberport community members. Last May, we

㕨⼦Ⱇ穉䧭侸焺度㾝긭㾝爚剓倞涸ꆄ

also partnered with NexChange to organise the FinTech O2O Global Summit

輑猰䪮嚌䙂莅鍑对倰呪〥㢫侸焺度❠㖈

that attracted some 1,500 participants.

䎃❀剢莅NexChangeざ鳵FinTech O2O Global
Summit䒸秉1,500そ莅剚罏莅

Through taking part in international events, such as the Singapore FinTech

侸焺度❠崞鬪倴㕜ꥹꆄ輑猰䪮剚陾⿻崞⹛⢿

Festival as well as FinTech Taipei, we aim to exhibit, showcase and

㥶չ倞⸈㗗ꆄ輑猰䪮眏պչ〵⻍ꆄ輑猰䪮㾝պ

introduce our FinTech community members’ product and services to global

瘞䌟걆侸焺度涸ꆄ輑猰䪮⟱噠㾝爚眕欴

buyers and potential investors alike. Cyberport also hosted a new solution

ㅷ㹒⫄⿻ꂂ㼩䫏须罏瘞殹⚥⺫䭍㖈չ〵⻍

conference at FinTech Taipei to introduce the latest FinTech trends and

ꆄ輑猰䪮㾝պ⚥莊鳵✫♧㜥㕜ꥹꆄ輑猰䪮䥰欽

innovation environment in Hong Kong.

怵闍闍鍑껻度ꆄ輑猰䪮涸剓倞涮㾝⿻ⶾ倞橇
㞯

Virtual banking opens new chapter

贡亼ꋓ遤㉬倞♧갤

Among the eight virtual banking operators that were granted a licence by

Ⱄ栽껻度ꆄ輑盘椚㽷涮晦涸贡亼ꋓ遤⚥⺫

the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA), ZhongAn Virtual Finance and

䭍Ⰽ㹻侸焺度爢纈涸倞竤憘Ⱇⴕⴽ捀滞

WeLab belong to the Cyberport community. Virtual banking is opening a

㸞贡亼ꆄ輑⟃⿻WeLab贡亼ꋓ遤㉬껻度ꆄ

new chapter in the transformation of the banking industry. It will further

輑噠涮㾝涸倞♧갤♶⡎剤⸔ꭘ㔿껻度㕜ꥹꆄ

solidify Hong Kong’s position as an international financial centre and make

輑⚥䗱涸㖒⡙ず儘❠〳⟃鹎♧姿佖㊥ꋓ遤剪

constant improvements to banking services.



ꆄ輑猰䪮㣐姿ぢ

FinTech is the fastest growing technology cluster in Hong Kong. As the

ꆄ輑猰䪮僽劥度涮㾝䖤剓鴾鸠涸猰䪮䥰欽眕

largest FinTech community in the territory, Cyberport is now home to around

毑罜侸焺度涸ꆄ輑猰䪮爢纈ꨣ꧌秉350㹻

350 FinTech companies. They offer a range of turnkey FinTech solutions,

⟱噠僽껻度剓㣐涸ꆄ輑猰䪮爢纈侸焺

such as financial software and services, big data analytics, InsurTech,

度涸ꆄ輑猰䪮⟱噠巒覈♶ず涸㼠噠걆㚖

wealth planning solutions and digital payment, to cater to the diverse needs

⺫䭍ꆄ輑頿鮿⟝ㄤ剪ꆄ輑㣐侸亙灇

of all segments of the financial sector and to create new market demands.

瑖⥃ꦖ猰䪮頿㺢盘椚猰䪮ꨶ㶩佅➰猰
䪮瘞撑곃ⵌꆄ輑遤噠♶ず걆眕毑涸猰䪮
銴ず儘ⶾ鸤倞涸䋑㜥宠

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

“International conferences organised by Cyberport have given OneDegree opportunities
to bounce ideas with influential industry leaders from around the world. For example,
as one of the speakers at the Internet Economy Summit, I was able to establish
more personal connections with other speakers, giving us new inspirations and even
collaboration opportunities.”
չ鸒麕侸焺度莊鳵涸㣐㘗崞⹛OneDegree 䖤⟃ㄤ⢵荈⚆歲ぐ㖒♶ず遤噠涸걆㼬罏❜崩

Cyberport is proactive in attracting well-established, high-impact financial

ꤑ✫㼠岤涮㾝ꆄ輑猰䪮涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠侸焺度

and tech firms to empower the FinTech community alongside our start-ups.

❠琎噲䒸Ⰵ㻜⸂꧆⾩涸ꆄ輑⿻猰䪮⟱噠

In April last year, Finastra established the new Future of Banking Center of

䎃㔋剢濼そꆄ輑剪猰䪮ⰗFinastra倴

Excellence at Cyberport Smart-Space FinTech to offer FinTech support to

侸焺度㕨⼦涸Smart-Space FinTechⰉ䧭用չ⼾

Asia’s banking sector.

馊劢⢵ꋓ遤⚥䗱պ捀❏㣖⼦ꋓ遤噠䲿⣘剓倞

Alvin Kwock 鿓䕔뜿

ꆄ輑猰䪮佅䴂

Founder and CEO of OneDegree
OneDegreeⶾ鳵➃⿻遤佟籎鄪
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Industry Development 遤噠涮㾝

Cyberport Community Member
侸焺度爢纈䧭㆞

Industry Development 遤噠涮㾝

“Hong Kong is an important part of the internationalisation of ZhongAn’s business
development. We are attracted by Cyberport’s campus environment, well-developed
facilities and all-round support. Apart from the rental concessions provided by the Easy
Landing Scheme, Cyberport connects us with its high-standard FinTech community,
not only facilitating business development but also stimulating new ideas and
collaborations through knowledge and experience sharing.”
չ껻度僽滞㸞噠鼠ぢ㕜ꥹ⻋涸ꅾ銴♧橇罜侸焺度涸㕨⼦橇㞯䒸ꂂ㤛鏤倷㸤㊥
❠窍✮䧮⦛涸佅䴂ꤑ✫ջ僒衽ꤷռ鎙ⷔ䲿⣘獆ꆄ⮛䟃㢫侸焺度琎噲鸮粯䧮⦛莅Ⱖ
⮛猗涸ꆄ輑猰䪮爢纈♶㋲剤⸔䧮⦛涮㾝噠刿腋鸒麕❜崩濼陏⿻ⴕ❧竤뀿涮䱡刿
㢵倞圓䙼ㄤ⼿⡲堥剚պ

Wayne Xu 鏪摥

Digital entertainment and esports take off

President of ZA International
滞㸞㕜ꥹ籎鄪
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A fruitful year for InsurTech

⥃ꦖ猰䪮鞮渿♧䎃

InsurTech is a key part of the FinTech movement. Bowtie, a Cyberport

⥃ꦖ猰䪮僽ꆄ輑猰䪮涸ꅾ銴♧橇⥃ꦖ噠湌

incubatee, was authorised by the Insurance Authority (IA) last December

盘 㽷 倴  䎃 12 剢 涮 ⴀ 껷 ⦐ 竤 䘰 鸠 鸒 麥 Fast

to operate as a pure online insurer under the Fast Track programme, the

Track歍锞涸贡亼⥃ꦖⰗ䱇奚栽涮䱇奚涸

first of its kind in Hong Kong. Bowtie offers insurance products with simple

僽侸焺度涸㛆肬Ⱇ⥃岲➃㡽Bowtie⥃岲

structure and strong protection coverage at lower premiums through its

➃㡽剚ⵄ欽侸焺ⴕꌼ庉麥䲿⣘穡圓矦㋲⥃

digital distribution channels.

ꥻ䧭⟨넞⿻⥃顥⡜䐢涸欴ㅷ

OneDegree, another Cyberport incubatee focused on InsurTech, announced

〥♧㹻侸焺度㛆肬鎙ⷔ♴涸⥃ꦖ猰䪮⟱噠

their collaboration with Cigna Corporation’s Hong Kong business earlier

OneDegree➛䎃ⴲ莅⥌開꧌㕰偫♴⥌開껻度

this year to simplify the insurance purchase and claims process. OneDegree

ざ⡲矦⻋飑顠⥃ꦖ⿻程⮉麕玑OneDegree

is also applying for a new insurer authorisation with the IA and has

❠ぢ⥃ꦖ噠湌盘㽷歍锞贡亼⥃ꦖⰗ䱇奚⚛

completed A2 round fundraising. OneDegree is ready to provide insurance

㸤䧭A2鰶须➮⦛彋⪔㽠筱ⵄ欽⟃荈㹻

services through its proprietary platform once licensing is in place.

灇涮涸⥃ꦖ䎂〵䲿⣘剪

Indeed, Cyberport’s FinTech companies’ achievements are well recognised

侸焺度涸ꆄ輑猰䪮⟱噠❠㖈갼栁〵♳䖤ⵌ噠歲

by industry accolades. Altogether, our community members won 14 awards

涸肥㹁侸焺度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠㖈歋竤憘鸒⚺鳵涸

across nine categories in the FinTech Awards 2018 organised by ET Net,

չ2018ꆄ輑猰䪮㣐栁պ⚥㓭䭍14⦐栁갪殹⚥

encompassing insurance, consumer payments initiative, wealth investment

巒覈⥃ꦖ嶋顥罏ꨶ㶩佅➰倰呪頿㺢䫏须莅

and management, lending and FX/payment solutions.

盘椚⥌顡㢫忌ꨶ㶩佅➰倰呪瘞⛰㣐穉
ⴽ
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侸焺㫨坿莅ꨶ畹饱굳

Digital entertainment including esports is an emerging industry. In
alignment with the government's industry development strategy,
Cyberport is making concerted efforts in three key areas: talent cultivation,
competitions and technology development.

侸焺㫨坿⺫䭍ꨶ㶩畹䪮僽鵜䎃䚊鸠ⱎ饱涸欴

Game design, virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), competition
organising and player training are some of the aspects of the esports value
chain. This opens up tremendous opportunities for youngsters to pursue
an esports career and for entrepreneurs to build companies. In this regard,
Cyberport has been working closely with schools and industry bodies to
develop talent for the esports sector.

ꨶ畹遤噠涸欴噠ꕖ巒覈麉䨡鏤鎙贡亼植㻜⿻

噠侸焺度ꂂざ暶⼦佟䏎涸欴噠佟瘼ⴕⴽ䖰
♲⦐♶ず倰ぢ⺫䭍➃䩞㛆鎯飓✲⟃⿻猰
䪮䲀⹛ꨶ畹遤噠涮㾝

仍㟞㻜㞯VR⿻AR猰䪮飓✲硁ⷔ飓䩛鎯
箻瘞捀䎃鰋➃⿻ⶾ噠㹻䲿⣘㢵⯋⻋涸㽠噠鼇
乵⿻涮㾝瑠侸焺度麕♧䎃琎噲莅㷸歲⿻
ꨶ畹遤噠穉籽ざ⡲䲀⹛ꨶ畹欴噠涸➃䩞㛆
鎯

During the year, Cyberport supported various esports events held in Hong
Kong, including Hong Kong E-sports & Music Festival, Alisports WESG Hong
Kong Esports Festival and Hong Kong Esports Amateur Championship.
By endorsing esports events, Cyberport hopes that esports will become
another economic driver for Hong Kong. For example, Cyberport organised
a series of talks and seminars during the year and encouraged industry
players to take part in industry exhibitions and fairs. In November 2018,
Cyberport led a delegation to visit the G-Star 2018 at the BEXCO in Woodong of Busan, South Korea to learn about the country’s latest esports
trends.

侸焺度㣐⸂佅䭰㖈度莊遤涸㣐㘗ꨶ畹飓✲⺫

Last year, the HKSAR Government allocated HK$100 million to Cyberport
for us to promote the esports industry. A total of HK$50 million has been
allocated for building a dedicated esports venue at the Cyberport Arcade.
The project was completed in July 2019. The “Digital Entertainment
Leadership Forum” was organised as the inaugural event and gathered
global industry elites to share their insights on esports development.
Cyberport has also launched the “E-sports Industry Facilitation Scheme”
and the “E-sports Internship Scheme” to encourage esports companies to
offer more internship opportunities, and organise training and overseas
field trip.

䎃暶⼦佟䏎丸妵1⭚度⯋✮侸焺度䲀⹛劥

䭍껻度ꨶ畹갉坿眏ꅽ넓肬WESG껻度ꨶ畹
眏⟃⿻껻度噠긅ꨶ畹渘瘞䋞劆诔衽㣐㘗飓
✲雊刿㢵➃✫鍑ⵌꨶ畹腋䧭捀껻度倞竤憘⹛
⸂⢿㥶侸焺度❠鷴麕莊鳵闍䏠灇鎣剚
⟃⿻佅䭰噠歲莅ぐ㖒涸遤噠㾝錒剚䲀⹛ꨶ
畹噠歲莅劥㖒⿻嵳㢫涸ず遤⸈䓽❜崩2018
䎃11剢侸焺度桧걆♧滞껻度ꨶ畹噠歲➿邍
㕰ⵌꯓ㕜ꆘ㿋㕜ꥹ麉䨡㾝G-STAR 2018鹎
遤❜崩✫鍑殹㖒ꨶ畹䋑㜥涮㾝

度ꨶ畹欴噠Ⱖ⚥5⼪蠝度⯋欽⡲㼟侸焺度㉂
㜥䩧鸤䧭捀ꨶ畹㜥㖒鏤倷倴2019䎃7剢㸤䧭
佖䒊⚛ꦑ⽰倴倞㜥㖒莊鳵չ侸焺㫨坿걆郜锸
㠢պ翹劥㖒⿻橇椕ꨶ畹噠歲ⴕ❧㼩遤噠
涮㾝涸栬ⵌ鋅鍑〥㢫侸焺度❠䊺竤䲀ⴀ
չꨶ畹遤噠佅䴂鎙ⷔպ⟃⿻չꨶ畹㻜绢佅䴂鎙
ⷔպ佅䭰噠歲䲿⣘㻜绢莊鳵崞⹛㛆鎯➃
䩞⿻ⵌ嵳㢫❜崩堥剚
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Industry Development 遤噠涮㾝

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Industry Development 遤噠涮㾝

“It only took me a day to make the decision to move to Smart-Space 8. I like the creative
environment and strong entrepreneurial atmosphere here which encourage me to
continue pursuing my dream. Regular gatherings and seminars organised by Cyberport
give us opportunities to meet start-ups in other industries and potential business
partners that help us grow.”
չ瀊瀊♧傈䧮⤑对㹁鹎꽏SS8䧮㋐姹鸏酭렽⺑ⶾ䠑涸橇㞯ㄤ慮⾩涸ⶾ噠孵孨雊䧮劊衽

Awarding-winning solutions

兰腋倰呪⪔「雙隘

The smart living solutions from Cyberport start-ups have earned enviable
industry recognition. Overall, our start-ups scooped a total of 15 awards
across the smart living, smart citizen, smart mobility and business solution
categories at the annual Hong Kong ICT Awards. Cyberport also supported
the Yidan Prize Conference held in December 2018. During the event, the
EdTech Challenge competition was held for the first time to allow eight
Cyberport EdTech start-ups to pitch their diversified education solutions
with machine learning, big data and animation.

侸焺度ⴲⶾ爢纈涸兰䢵欰崞倰呪㖈噠歲⪔「肥
㹁⢿㥶㖈չ2018껻度须鎝⿻鸒鎝猰䪮栁պ⚥
侸焺度涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠Ⱏ飷䖤15⦐栁갪殹⚥⺫䭍
兰䢵欰崞兰䢵䋑字兰䢵ⴀ遤⿻㉂噠倰呪
瘞穉ⴽ涸栁갪〥㢫侸焺度倴2018䎃12剢❠
佅䭰չ♧⚸栁䂾剚2018պ⚛倴侸焺度㕨⼦莊鳵
չ來肬猰䪮䮋䨞飓պ鼝锞Ⱄ㹻衆䨩侸焺度涸來
肬猰䪮⟱噠鹎遤怵爚⚛㾝爚堥㐼㷸绢㣐侸
亙⿻⹛殥瘞ぐ珏㢵⯋⻋來肬倰呪

㣆䟝鷷姿鹎涮鷴麕侸焺度莊鳵涸㹁劍翹剚ㄤ闍䏠䖤⟃钢陏ぐ遤ぐ噠涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠ㄤ悴
㖈欰䠑㣎⠶剤⸔䧮⦛涸噠涮㾝պ

Joseph Ku 곃ꕹ
Founder and Director of Ember Entertainment Limited
Ember Entertainment Limited ⶾ鳵➃⿻籎鄪

Smart living solutions in action

Press the
䭾殥♳

in the app to experience AR effects
넓뀿AR佪卓

㻜驏兰䢵欰崞

Transforming Hong Kong into a smart city means creating an all-inclusive

껻度⡲捀♧⦐넞䏞涮㾝涸㙹䋑銴鹎♧姿䲿⼮

city with higher efficiency and standards of living. This is the sure way to

㙹䋑佪桧ㄤ佖㊥欰崞颶稇劊
չ兰䢵㙹䋑պ涸倰

go.

ぢ涮㾝僽䗳搭涸鼇乵

Packed with office buildings, shopping facilities, a hotel and car-parking

侸焺度㕨⼦乩剤㸤㊥涸鏤倷⺫䭍鳵Ⱇ㣐垜

spaces, and other community facilities, Cyberport serves as a showcase

㉂㜥ꂋ䏅⿻⨢鮦㜥瘞捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿⣘㾝爚

for the solutions of smart living start-ups. As part of this initiative, the

兰䢵欰崞倰呪涸䎂〵䎃Ⰹ䧮⦛倴侸焺度

innovative, unmanned “Smart Living Concept Store” was launched this

♲劍涸须鎝猰䪮㣐麥♳鏤չ兰䢵欰崞嚌䙂

year. Located at the “IT street” at Cyberport 3, the 24-hour store offers a

䏅պ嚌䙂䏅䱰欽24㼭儘搂➃䏅涸麌⡲垸䒭

wide range of products different from ordinary vending machines, such

䏅Ⰹ䲿⣘涸欴ㅷ鼇乵剤ⴽ倴䋑涸荈⹛顋颪

as hot food, fresh salad, fruits and gadgets. Smart plastic and aluminium

堥⺫䭍剤攨굺倞늫尪䖒⿻宐卓ꨶ鎝欴ㅷ

bottle recycling machines are also available at the store to encourage

瘞姽㢫❠剤䲿⣘兰腋芣埧㔐佐堥ꂂざ兰腋

recycling. Many other products and services are provided by our start-ups.

⻋涸㔐飨鎙ⷔ렽⺑䗅橇ⱄ鸤嚌䙂䏅Ⰹ剤♶

Fostering technological innovations

䲀⹛⯓鹎ⵄ猰涮㾝

AI, big data, blockchain and cybersecurity lay a solid foundation for future
technological developments. Cyberport is at the forefront of fostering
the advancement of these emerging technologies. In June 2018, EmTech
Hong Kong, a global conference on emerging technologies, was staged at
Cyberport for the first time. The event gathered some of the world’s most
famous tech leaders to explore topics like harnessing AI to stabilise food
supply, smart machines and blockchain-based payment systems.

侸焺度❠荞⸂䲀⹛➃䊨兰腋㣐侸亙⼦㚖

Cyberport was also a strategic partner of AI Summit 2018, during which
four start-ups that specialise in AI from Cyberport presented their stateof-the-art solutions on stage. In March 2019, Cyberport collaborated with
Block O2O to be a co-organiser of the Hong Kong Blockchain Week. The
event attracted over 4,000 industry professionals, start-ups and investors
from more than 50 countries. The participants shared their views on the
latest market landscape and insights on the application of blockchain from
regulatory and legal perspectives.

ꕖ䪮遯⟃⿻笪窄㸞涸涮㾝捀㼟⢵侸焺猰
䪮涮㾝䲿⣘琽㔿㛇燊2018䎃6剢䧮⦛㼟
չEmTech倞莇猰䪮껻度䂾剚պ䌟ⵌ侸焺度
翹⚆歲濼そ涸猰䪮歲걆郜䱳鎣➃䊨兰腋㥶⡦
佅䴂福굺⣘䥰兰腋堥㐼䥰欽⼦㝆ꕖ䪮遯ⵌ
佅➰禺窡瘞㼠陾겗
侸焺度❠䧭捀䎃չAI넞䂾剚պ涸瘼殜㣎⠶桧
걆㔋㹻㼠岤倴➃䊨兰腋䪮遯涸侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱
噠倴䂾剚莻〵♳ⴕ❧➮⦛ⶾ倞涸䪮遯倰呪
侸焺度倴2019䎃3剢❠㣎䬝չBlock O2O椕⼦
㝆ꕖ䂾剚պ䧭捀껻度⼦㝆ꕖヰ涸ざ鳵㋲⡙
崞⹛䒸椕⢵荈50㢵⦐㕜㹻涸馄麕4,000そ
噠歲礶薊ⴲⶾ⟱噠⿻䫏须罏莅ⴕ❧⼦㝆
ꕖ䪮遯涸㻜ꥹ䥰欽⟃⿻껻度㖈䲀⹛⼦㝆ꕖ䥰
欽涸ꅾ銴錬蒀

While FinTech and smart living solutions are now widely visible in
applications, cybersecurity is the invisible glue that instils trust and
confidence in the course of digital transformation. While cybersecurity is
not something new, it now presents enormous opportunities in the start-up
scene. At Cyberport, we will strengthen our support to cybersecurity startups and encourage them to innovate.

ꦑ衽ꆄ輑猰䪮⿻兰䢵欰崞馊馸兜⿻⢪欽罏䋞劆
禺窡刿㸞刿⥃㺙歋姽〳鋅笪窄㸞⛇侸
焺鱲㘗♶〳䧴緄涸♧橇侸焺度❠剤♶㼱ⴲⶾ⟱
噠㼠岤倴笪窄㸞䪮遯涸涮䧮⦛劢⢵剚鹎♧
姿⸈䓽䲀⹛笪窄㸞眕毑涸猰䪮涮㾝렽⺑ⴲⶾ
⟱噠㢵劊鸏⦐倰ぢ䬪ⶾ倞鍑对倰呪

㼱欴ㅷ⿻剪㖳歋侸焺度㛆肬涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠䲿
⣘

Besides, we unveiled a new smart toilet at the shopping arcade, electric

〥㢫䧮⦛❠㖈㉂㜥䒸Ⰵչ兰腋峤䩛պ㖈⨢

vehicle charging stations at the car park, and robots at our office. These

鮦㜥㟞鏤ꨶ⹛鮦⯏ꨶ酤縨⟃⿻鳵Ⱇ㹔堥唒

smart facilities make the Cyberport complex as a whole smarter, more

➃嚌䙂䏅⟃⿻Ⱖ➮兰腋鏤倷♧倰⟂㕨⼦

efficient and more convenient. We also offer a place for start-ups to test

刿倰⤑⿻剤佪桧〥♧倰雊ⴲⶾ⟱噠庠鑑䋑

market response and opportunities to showcase their innovations to

㜥䥰❠〳⟃䌟悴㖈䫏须罏⢵ⵌ㕨⼦鋷魨

potential investors.

넓뀿倰呪涸衆㻜
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Integration of New and Traditional Economies
倞竤憘⿻⫄窡竤憘輑ざ

During the 24-hour contest, each team was required to develop a prototype

ぐ⟿갭倴24㼭儘Ⰹ鷴麕Microsoft䲿⣘涸䥰欽

utilising an application programming interface (API) provided by Microsoft

玑䒭➝API管㻨玑䒭⾲㘗傌㖈ⶾ鸤刿莞

to create a more comfortable and eco-friendly living environment that

黠⿻刿橇⥃涸欰崞橇㞯雊䊨⡲梖坿⿻嶋顥

provides a better experience for people to work, play and shop. The Grand

剤刿㥪涸넓뀿嫲飓歋⢵荈껻度Ⰹ㖒⿻⟃蒀

Prize went to the Petrack team comprised of members from Hong Kong,

涸飓罏䨾穉䧭涸Petrack㤾ⱟ䖤栁⡲ㅷ

Mainland China and Israel. They came up with an innovative IoT solution

麌欽IoT䪮遯ꆚ㼩㼀暟䋑㜥

that targets the pet market.

The new economy is inseparable from the traditional economy. Through the Cyberport
Enterprise Network (CEN) and a series of major events, Cyberport is committed to promoting
collaboration and building partnerships between well-established companies and start-ups
so that they can complement each other’s advantages to face the challenges in operations
and create value. With these efforts, Hong Kong’s overall competitiveness can be enhanced.
倞竤憘莅⫄窡竤憘ꡠ⤚㺙♶〳ⴕ侸焺度荞⸂鷴麕չ侸焺度⟱噠笪窄պ⟃⿻♧禺
㣐㘗崞⹛鸮粯♧❉Ⱘ鋊垸涸⫄窡⟱噠莅ⴲⶾⰗ⸔➮⦛《Ꟁ酢瀊穡ざ
꧱倰涸⮛Ⱏず䥰㼩竤斊♳涸䮋䨞ⶾ鸤㉂噠⭆⧩⟂껻度涸侮넓畹昰⸂䖤⟃
䲿⼮

We also co-organised the Cathay Pacific 24-hour Hackathon with the

㕜 岲 菕 瑠 倴  䎃 11 剢 ❠ 莅 侸 焺 度 ⿻ 껻 度

airline and the Airport Authority of Hong Kong in November last year.

堥 㜥 盘 椚 㽷 ざ ⡲  莊 鳵չ 㕜 岲 菕 瑠 24 㼭 儘

Participants demonstrated their innovative technology solutions to

HACKATHONպ鏤鎙ⶾ倞涸猰䪮倰呪䲿⼮假

enhance the passenger experience. The competition was divided into two

㹐넓뀿嫲飓ⴕ捀㷸欰穉⟃⿻㼠噠穉䖤栁

groups, Student and Professional. The winning team also made a visit to

⟿刿䖃繡㕜銯꧉㕬罌㻌錚❏꼛麽岚갉

Amazon, Boeing and Microsoft in Seattle, the US, to understand the latest

Ⱇ⿻䗏鮿瘞㣐㘗⟱噠✫鍑剓㼺畮涸猰䪮涮

technological development.

㾝

Professional services also see the need for digital transformation, including

㼠噠剪❠馸ぢ侸焺⻋殹⚥⺫䭍岁䖒剪

legal services. In April 2018, Cyberport co-organised the Access to Justice

侸焺度ⴕⴽ㖈2018䎃4剢莅껻度䖒䌌

(A2J) InnoTechLaw Hackathon with the Law Society of Hong Kong. In

剚 ざ 鳵 Access to Justice A2J InnoTechLaw

February 2019, Cyberport supported the Global Legal Hackathon – Hong

Hackathon  ⟃ ⿻ 倴 2019 䎃 2 剢  佅 䭰 Global

Kong to promote the development and adoption of RegTech in order to

Legal Hackathon껻度畀涸嫲飓䋞劆䲀⹛岁䖒

make compliance efforts more cost-effective and encourage for the digital

猰䪮⿻岁黾猰䪮㖈껻度涸涮㾝⚛렽⺑岁䖒剪

transformation of law firms is indisputable.

㼠噠鹎遤侸焺鱲㘗

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠
Through the Cyberport Enterprise Network (CEN), Cyberport proactively

侸焺度琎噲鷴麕չ侸焺度⟱噠笪窄պ䎂〵鸮粯

reaches out to traditional enterprises to understand the difficulties they

⫄窡⟱噠✫鍑➮⦛㖈竤斊⿻噠涮㾝♳㼩

face in their business and development. They are then paired with start-

涸㔮ꨈ莅䲿⣘剤ꡠ鍑对倰呪涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠ꂂ

ups that provide the right digital solutions to solve their problems. This way,

㼩宠⟃侸焺猰䪮鍑对➮⦛涸㉏겗⸔Ⱖ噠

established companies are able to take their business to the next level while

刿♳♧㾵垜ず儘捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠䌟⢵㉂堥

offering significant business opportunities to start-ups and tech companies.

“We are a Cyberport incubatee. When electric vehicle (EV) chargers were not yet
popular in Hong Kong, Cyberport accepted our innovative idea and supported us by
installing our EV charging stations at Cyberport for a test run. oneCHARGE set up
six charging stations in the Cyberport parking lot. Not only did the experience help
us approach new customers, it also allowed us to foresee and address the potential
challenges after market launch. The Cyberport team has provided extensive support
and valuable advice to us.”
չ䧮⦛僽侸焺度涸㛆肬Ⱇ殹ꨶ⹛鮦⯏ꨶ㐼➠劢兜⿻儘侸焺度⟃遤⹛佅䭰ⴲⶾ⟱
噠雊侸焺度㕨⼦䧭捀ⶾ倞猰䪮涸鑑럊oneCHARGE植剤Ⱉ⦐⯏ꨶ畀鏤倴侸焺度⨢鮦

Using technology to improve competitiveness

⟃猰䪮䲿⼮畹昰⸂

In October 2018, Cyberport worked with telecom operator SmarTone for

侸 焺 度 莅 ꨶ 鎝 ㉂ 侸 焺 鸒 倴 2018 䎃 10 剢 痧 ✳

㜥♶⡎剤⸔䧮⦛㼦䪪倞㹐䨩刿腋雊䧮⦛峯䜫ⵌ欴ㅷ䲀ⴀ䋑㜥䖕㼟麂ⵌ涸㉏겗侸焺
度涸㕰❠攨䗱㖒莅䧮⦛㉂鎣噠♳涸鍑对鳵岁պ

the second time to co-host SmarTone Hackathon. The coding competition

䏞 ざ ⡲  ⱄ 妄 ⟃չ 兰 腋 暟 噠 պ捀 ⚺ 겗  莊 鳵

was held again under the theme of “Smart Properties". The event partners

SmarTone Hackathon玑䒭鏤鎙嫲飓崞⹛ざ⡲

also included property developer Sun Hung Kai Properties and data centre

㣎⠶鼩⺫䭍㖒欴涮㾝㉂倞듳㛇㖒欴⟃⿻侸亙

Cyrus Chow ヰ薊榏

operator SUNeVision. Developers, designers and start-ups competed head-

⚥䗱倞䠑笪歋玑䒭涮➃㆞鏤鎙㆞ㄤⴲⶾ

to-head on "Smart Life" and "Smart Property Management" challenges.

⟱噠穉䧭涸飓⟿㽠衽չ兰腋欰崞պ⿻չ兰

Co-founder of oneCHARGE
oneCHARGE耢ざⶾ鳵➃

腋暟噠盘椚պⰍ⦐겗湡鹎遤嫲飓
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Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

Integration of New and Traditional Economies 倞竤憘⿻⫄窡竤憘輑ざ

“The Cyberport team is actively helping start-ups to integrate with traditional
economies. Thanks to the connections of Cyberport, we have successfully entered the
hotel industry and introduced OLIVEX ‘s smart mirror in Le Méridien Cyberport’s gym
room, which laid a solid foundation for our future business development.”
չ侸焺度涸㕰琎噲䍲⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠莅⫄窡竤憘輑ざ歋倴侸焺度涸鸮粯⸔䧮⦛䧭⸆䩧

Cyberport also encourages start-ups to explore and embrace new
opportunities through participation in industry exhibitions, seminars and
networking events, such as the Asian Financial Forum, electronics fairs
and IT expos. These events provide plenty of opportunities for start-ups to
promote innovative ideas, products and services to traditional businesses
in the financial and consumer electronics sectors.

侸焺度❠렽⺑ⴲⶾ⟱噠诔衽莅♶ず遤噠涸㣐

In January this year, the Asia Telecom Summit was held at Cyberport. The
Summit is a meeting place for members of the wireless communications
ecosystem. Start-ups were also encouraged to develop practical solutions
with the latest technologies to prepare themselves for the future
development of the telecom industry.

➛䎃♧剢չ❏崎ꨶ鎝䂾剚պ倴侸焺度莊遤翹

Leading the open data revolution

䌟걆佞侸亙ꬠ倞

An open data infrastructure is of utmost importance for cities to transform
digitally into smart cities. To enable more start-ups to access big data,
Cyberport will join forces with Hong Kong's major organisations to form an
Open Data Consortium to bring together the big data from different sectors
to provide a sandbox environment where innovators can test and develop
their solutions. The strong interlock between digital transformation and
big data can create new value out of under-utilised data and transform
traditional business models.

銴䲀⹛兰䢵㙹䋑涮㾝佞侸亙僽侸焺鱲㘗麕

㘗崞⹛莅⫄窡欴噠涸噠歲㢵⸈䱺鍸涮䱡倞
㉂堥⢿㥶莅չ❏崎ꆄ輑锸㠢պ
ꨶ㶩欴ㅷ㾝
⟃⿻须鎝猰䪮⽈錒瘞ぢꆄ輑⟃⿻ꨶ㶩噠歲➝
稲➮⦛䇩倞涸欴ㅷ⿻剪

Ⰵꂋ䏅遤噠⚛䪾OLIVEX涸兰腋ꖏ䒸鹎ⵌ侸焺度蒕繡ꂋ䏅涸⨴魨㹔Ⰹ捀䧮⦛傈䖕涸
噠涮㾝㤮㹁㛇燊պ

Keith Rumjahn 卌㛇⨀
Founder and CEO of OLIVEX
OLIVEXⶾ鳵➃⿻遤佟籏鄪
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Driving digital transformation through industry events

㣐㘗崞⹛⤛鹎侸焺鱲㘗

In April 2018, Cyberport partnered with the United Nations Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) to host the AsiaPacific Business Forum (APBF) in Hong Kong for the first time to encourage
the business community to use innovative technologies and financing to
promote sustainable development.

侸焺度㖈2018䎃4剢莅耢ざ㕜❏崎⿻㣖䎂峕

Following the APBF, the third edition of the Internet Economy Summit was
organised in partnership with the Hong Kong SAR Government under the
theme of “New Impetus for the New Economy”. With over 2,800 in attendance,
the summit featured a line-up of over 50 heavyweight speakers from across
the industry to share their thoughts and insights on the latest tech trends.
Both large-scale industry events provided an ideal platform for established
businesses and start-ups to understand their business needs and development

罜筝䱺չ❏㣖㉂噠锸㠢պ莊遤歋侸焺度莅暶⼦

竤憘爢剚㨽㆞剚ざ⡲껷妄㖈度莊鳵չ❏㣖㉂
噠锸㠢պ렽⺑㉂歲ⵄ欽猰䪮ⶾ倞ㄤ輑须
⤛鹎⟱噠㻜植〳䭰糵涮㾝

搋倞⚆➿ꨶ鎝遤噠涮㾝陾겗❠렽⺑ⴲⶾ⟱噠
㔔䥰劢⢵ꨶ鎝剪涸涮㾝涮黠ⴗ⟃⿻鷆♳
剓倞䪮遯宐䎂涸剪

玑⚥♶〳䧴緄涸♧橇捀✫雊刿㢵ⴲⶾ⟱噠腋
㣁栽《㣐侸亙侸焺度㼟剚耢ず劥度ぐ㣐㘗堥
圓穉䧭չ佞侸亙耢湅պ翹♶ず걆㚖涸㣐
侸亙䲿⣘尪渱橇㞯⟂ⴲⶾ⟱噠腋涮⿻庠
鑑鍑对倰呪ず儘⟂湡劢鄄⯏⟨涮䳸⭆⧩涸
㣐侸亙〳⟃鱲⻋䧭捀䲀⹛⫄窡遤噠鱲㘗涸⹛
⸂

佟䏎ざ鳵涸痧♲㾂չ✽耢笪竤憘䂾剚պ⟃
չ倞竤憘 • 倞⹛⸂պ捀⚺겗鼝锞馄麕50⡙ꅾꆀ
秹闍罏ⴕ❧剓倞猰䪮陾겗䒸馄麕2,800
➃妄莅Ⰽ갪㣐㘗崞⹛鿪捀㉂歲⿻ⴲⶾ⟱噠
䲿⣘椚䟝䎂〵✫鍑꧱倰涸噠銴⿻涮㾝倰
ぢ⤛䧭刿㢵Ⱘ넓ざ⡲

goals, and most importantly, to explore collaboration opportunities.

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

“Cyberport has given us tremedous support from funding and hiring to market
expansion. After launching 4LittleTrees, I met a Japanese angel investor through a
Cyberport pitching event and successfully raised our first round of capital. Our business
has now expanded into Asian markets including Thailand and Japan, and is serving not
only schools but also corporate training.”
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չ侸焺度䖰꧌须ꆄ䬸翵➃䩞⟃荛䬪㾝䋑㜥ぐ倰鿪䌟窍䧮⦛䖎㣐涸佅䭰㖈
4LittleTrees姻䒭䲀ⴀ䖕䧮鸒麕侸焺度涸怵爚崞⹛钢陏♧⡙傈硃㣔⢪䫏须罏⚛䧭⸆栽
䖤痧♧瘘须ꆄ植儘䧮⦛涸噠䊺遼ⴀ껻度䬪荛岲㕜傈劥瘞❏崎䋑㜥㼩韍❠歋
㷸吥䒂⠽荛♶ず涸⟱噠㛆鎯պ

Viola Lam 卌蕃蛂
Founder and CEO of Find Solution Ai
Find Solution Ai ⶾ鳵➃⿻遤佟籎鄪
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Investors are an indispensable part of the start-up landscape. Identifying

䫏须罏僽䲀⹛ⶾ猰欰䢀㕖䭰糵涮㾝♶〳䧴緄涸

Besides, Cyberport partnered with Silicon Dragon to host the Silicon Dragon

侸焺度❠莅Silicon Dragonざ⡲倴䎃4剢⟨

the right investors not only can help a start-up expand and sustain, they can

鿈⟨暟蒀ⵌざ黠涸䫏须罏♶⡎〳⟃捀ⴲⶾ

Hong Kong Conference in April last year. A number of representatives

莊鳵Silicon Dragon Hong Kong鼝锞⚆歲ぐ㖒

also offer valuable advice and help with reaching out to potential partners

⟱噠䲿⣘䭰糵涮㾝涸须ꆄ刿〳⟃捀ⴲⶾ㖈噠

of private equity funds from around the world were invited to share

涸猙㛇ꆄ➿邍ⴕ❧䫏须猰䪮欴噠涸䗱䖤⟃

and customers. Cyberport is committed to connecting entrepreneurs with

♳䲿⣘䒊陾⟃⿻⼿⸔䬪㾝㉂噠笪窄穡

their insights and knowledge of the technology industry and investment

⿻剓Ⱘ䫏须悴⸂涸猰䪮걆㚖ず儘雊ⴲⶾ⟱噠

investors. As part of this commitment, Cyberport Investors Network (CIN)

陏刿㢵悴㖈ざ⡲㣎⠶⿻㹐䨩侸焺度❠荞⸂⼿

opportunities. The conference aims to foster investment in high-potential

剤堥剚鋷魨䱺鍸猙㛇ꆄ竤椚鹎遤䲿呪

was established at the end of 2017. After more than a year, it attracted

⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠耢粯䫏须罏侸焺度㖈2017䎃䏁䧭

start-ups through networking and face-to-face pitching.

nearly 100 institutional investors, including private equity funds, venture

用չ侸焺度䫏须罏笪窄պ竤麕♧䎃㢵涸涮㾝

capital funds, corporate investors, angel investors and family offices, by the

䨔荛2019䎃3剢䏁竤䊺䒸鵜100㹻堥圓䫏须

end of March 2019. Since its inception, CIN has thus far backed 10 projects,

罏莅⺫䭍猙肆奚⿻ⶾ䫏㛇ꆄ⟱噠䫏须

raising more than HK$234 million.

罏㣔⢪䫏须罏㹻停㛇ꆄ瘞稡琎捀10⦐䫏
须갪湡꧌须ꆄ馄麕2.34⭚度⯋

Cyberport also hosted the annual Cyberport Venture Capital Forum (CVCF)

侸焺度❠㖈2018䎃11剢ⱄ䏞莊鳵չ侸焺度ⶾ噠

in November 2018, which brought together the most promising start-

䫏须锸㠢պ翹剓Ⱘ㻜⸂罜⚂滚⯕栬ⵌ涸䫏

ups and investors to share insights into the latest tech trends and paths

须歲걆郜⟃⿻剓Ⱘ悴⸂涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠翹껷♧

to collaboration. The forum further featured an online investor matching

㛔䱳鎣ⶾ猰걆㚖涸䫏须馸ㄤ堥麂ず儘䲿

platform for start-ups to match their projects with investors, thereby

⣘笪♳䫏须罏ꂂ㼩䎂〵⼿⸔ⴲⶾ⟱噠䬪莅

maximising Cyberport start-ups’ fundraising opportunities.

䫏须罏涸耢粯䌟⹛侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠涸輑须堥
剚

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

“Since our 20,000 ft flagship plantation opened last year, we have been actively
exploring overseas markets, such as Japan and Southeast Asia. Last November, we
are fortunate that we travelled to Tokyo with Cyberport and joined the ‘Think Global,
Think Hong Kong’ campaign. In addition, we have successfully expanded our business
to DaHengQin through Cyberport’s network. Farm66 is also promoting our patented
technologies to Dubai. We are grateful to Cyberport for connecting start-ups to
investors to capture new opportunities.”
չ荈Farm66涸✳蠝ヌ偫葦珏嗃㜥倴䎃䍌䧮⦛琎噲䬪嵳㢫䋍㜥⺫䭍傈劥ㄤ匌⽂
❏䋑㜥䎃11剢䧮⦛ꦑ侸焺度ⵌ傈劥匌❩⸈չ鼠ぢ椕 껷鼇껻度պ崞⹛姽㢫

During the year, Cyberport Macro Fund (CMF) continued to proactively

չ侸焺度ⶾ噠䫏须㛇ꆄպ䎃Ⰹ糒糵猥䭰琎噲㻜

䧮⦛❠鷴麕侸焺度涸笪窄䧭⸆䬪㾝噠荛㣐堾楪湡Farm66琎噲䪾䧮⦛涸㼠ⵄ䪮遯

identify potential projects and invested in a number of Cyberport start-

涸䢀䏞⟃ꂂ㼩㛇ꆄ涸垸䒭䫏须㢵侸焺度

䒸Ⰵ勭䬺䧮⦛䠮闒侸焺度捀ⴲⶾ⟱噠瑭ꆚ䒸箁⼿⸔鸮粯䫏须罏䯲䯝涮㾝堥麂պ

ups on a matching basis. Three new investments completed by CMF in

ⴲⶾ⟱噠䎃Ⰹ㸤䧭♲갪倞䫏须⺫䭍㥏酤獆

the fiscal year included YEECHOO, a designer fashion rental platform,

顲䎂〵YEECHOO爢⼦莅涸嶋顥剪ꂂ㼩

HelloToby, a community driven marketplace for consumer services, and

䎂〵HelloToby⟃⿻ꄴ派镪鑉⿻剪ꂂ㼩䎂

DocDoc, a medical education system. Another five investments including

〵DocDoc⚛䪡ⴀ〥㢫❀⦐䫏须갪湡⺫䭍

for Find Solution Ai, an AI-powered education system; Origami Labs and

➃䊨兰腋來肬禺窡Find Solution Ai㼠岤倴暟

Rinlink, which focus on Internet-of-Things (IoT) solutions; Farm66, an agri-

耢笪猰䪮鍑对倰呪涸Origami Labs⿻Rinlink

tech pioneer; as well as an InsurTech company, OneDegree have been

鴍噠猰䪮⯓ꍵ笃蓐㕨⟃⿻⥃ꦖ猰䪮⟱噠

committed. These eight investment projects involved a total of more

OneDegreeչ侸焺度ⶾ噠䫏须㛇ꆄպ倴♳鶤Ⱄ

than US$8 million of funding from CMF and US$25 million from other co-

⦐䫏须갪湡ざⰟ嶍⿻馄麕800蠝繡⯋䫏须겙

investment funds in addition.

ず儘捀剤ꡠⴲⶾ⟱噠䌟⢵겙㢫馄麕2,500蠝繡

Gordon Tam 陓㍒砷
Chief Executive Officer of Farm66
笃蓐㕨遤佟籏鄪
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Facilitating access to overseas markets

䬪刿黇㣐䋑㜥

After years of efforts, many Cyberport start-ups have matured and are

侸焺度爢纈Ⰹ涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠竤麕㢵䎃涮㾝噠

ready to go the extra mile by tapping into overseas markets. In the year

傈恸䧭擿䖊堥䬪嵳㢫䋑㜥侸焺度倴

of 2018/19, Cyberport received further funding from the Hong Kong SAR

2018/19䎃䏞栽暶⼦佟䏎丸妵䲀ⴀչ嵳㢫⿻Ⰹ

Government to launch the Overseas/Mainland Market Development

㖒䋑㜥䲀䑞鎙ⷔպ捀䊺殗噠倴չ侸焺度㛆肬

Support Scheme (MDSS), to offer as much as HK$200,000 of subsidies. The

鎙ⷔպ⿻չ侸焺度ⶾ䠑䗏㘗㛇ꆄպ涸㛆肬Ⱇ

funding scheme is intended to assist graduates of the Cyberport Incubation

䲿⣘넞麨20蠝度⯋须⸔⟃䬪Ⰹ㖒⿻嵳㢫

Programme and the Cyberport Creative Micro Fund with their go-to-

䋑㜥鎙ⷔ荈2018䎃11剢䲀ⴀ䨔荛➛䎃3剢

market strategies for entering the mainland and overseas markets. Since

䏁Ⱏ䪡ⴀ13갪歍锞

the MDSS was launched in November 2018, a total of 13 applications were
granted funding support by the end of March 2019.
To introduce their solutions to business leaders from around the world,

In February this year, Cyberport signed an MoU with InnoSpace of Thailand.
Thailand InnoSpace is a public-private joint venture positioned as a launch
pad for Thai start-ups to grow and thrive. The two parties will establish
a cooperation framework to promote innovation and entrepreneurship,
connecting start-ups, talent and resource exchanges. It also aims at
attracting Thai start-ups to set up a business in Hong Kong and to help
Cyberport start-ups foray into the Thai and ASEAN markets once they
are ready. The signing ceremony was witnessed by the Chief Executive of
the Hong Kong SAR Government, Mrs Carrie Lam, and the Deputy Prime
Minister of Thailand, Mr Somkid Jatusripitak.

➛䎃2剢侸焺度莅岲㕜InnoSpace砞縭ざ⡲⪔䘎

Attracting MNCs to Cyberport

䒸騗㕜猰⟱衆䨩

In addition to assisting Hong Kong start-ups to enter overseas markets, Cyberport
is committed to attracting overseas companies, especially multinational companies
(MNCs), to establish a presence at Cyberport to invigorate the Cyberport ecosystem.

ꤑ✫⼿⸔껻度ⴲⶾ⟱噠䬪㾝嵳㢫䋑㜥侸焺度

During the year, Cyberport introduced the “Easy Landing” scheme to offer
discounted rental spaces to attract leading tech giants and FinTech firms from
abroad and the mainland, as well as tech firms with unique propositions. Zhong An
International, a leading FinTech group from Mainland China, was the first company
that established operations at Cyberport through the scheme during the year.

侸焺度倴䎃Ⰹ䲀ⴀ✫
չ僒衽ꤷպ
鎙ⷔ䲿⣘獆ꆄ⮛

Looking forward, Cyberport will continue to expand its international network
to help more start-ups expand their global business footprint. Meanwhile,
top tech companies and promising start-ups from around the world will be
brought in to grow Cyberport’s and Hong Kong’s start-up and innovation
ecosystems, thereby accelerating Hong Kong’s economic growth.

侸焺度㼟剚糒糵䬪㾝Ⱖ㕜ꥹ笪窄⟃⼿⸔刿㢵

ꏗ岲㕜InnoSpace僽♧㹻Ⱇ猙ざ斊⟱噠二殹
佅䴂殹㖒ⴲⶾ⟱噠涮㾝涸䎂〵⚛荞⸂䧭捀岲㕜
ⴲⶾ⟱噠涮㾝涸⚥䗱꧱倰㼟䒊用䲀⹛ⶾ倞⿻⤛
鹎ⴲⶾ⟱噠涮㾝涸ざ⡲呥卺鸮粯Ⰽ㖒ⴲⶾ⟱噠
䧭捀㣎⠶⚛鷴麕➃䩞⿻须彂❜崩䒸Ⱘ悴⸂
涸岲㕜ⴲⶾ⟱噠衆䨩껻度ず儘⼿⸔侸焺度ⴲⶾ
⟱噠鹎鮪岲㕜⿻匌湅䋑㜥砞縭⭑䒭栽껻度暶ⴽ
遤佟⼦遤佟Ꟁ㸽卌ꁀ剢㬁岲㕜ⶰ籎椚갲㣼瘞Ⱏ
ず鋅阮

❠荞⸂䒸嵳㢫堥圓暶ⴽ僽騗㕜⟱噠ⵌ侸焺
度鹎♧姿鞮㺢䧮⦛涸ⶾ猰欰䢀㕖

䟃⟃䒸嵳㢫⿻Ⰹ㖒✽耢笪륌걧⟱噠⿻ꆄ輑猰
䪮Ⱇ⟃⿻Ⱘ栬暶㉂噠垸䒭涸猰䪮⟱噠衆䨩侸
焺度껷㹻莅
չ僒衽ꤷպ
鎙ⷔ涸⟱噠捀Ⰹ㖒ꆄ輑
猰䪮五滞㸞㕜ꥹ䊺竤倴䎃Ⰹ鹎꽏侸焺度

ⴲⶾ⟱噠䬪㣐Ⱖ噠晝㕬ず儘荞⸂䒸椕
ぐ㖒涸갥㼺猰䪮⟱噠⿻Ⱘ悴⸂ⴲⶾ⟱噠衆䨩侸
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䢀㕖⸈㣐ⶾ猰䌟⢵涸竤憘顀桐

侸焺度䌟걆ⴲⶾ⟱噠莅ぐ갪㣐㘗㕜ꥹ崞⹛

Cyberport also led start-ups to participate in major international events

⢿ 㥶 㖈 껻 度 莊 遤 涸չ ♧ 䌟 ♧ 騟 넞 䂾 锸 㠢 պ

held during the year, such as the Belt and Road Summit, Asian Financial

չ ❏ 崎 ꆄ 輑 锸 㠢 պչ RISE Conference պ⟃ ⿻

Forum, RISE Conference and JUMPSTARTER held in Hong Kong, in order to

չJUMPSTARTERպ瘞ぢ鏞度涸㉂歲걆郜鹎遤

Cyberport Start-up
侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠

“We are very grateful to have Cyberport as our partner throughout the growth of
Unissoft’s DeepTech development. With the support from their incubation programme

help them explore overseas market opportunities.

䲿呪⿻➝稲➮⦛갪湡㼦宠䬪㾝嵳㢫涸堥剚

In November last year, we led a delegation of Cyberport companies to

䧮⦛❠倴䎃11剢桧걆㢵侸焺度⟱噠鏞㉏傈

Kong and Mainland China. Cyberport’s extensive network in the Greater Bay Area has

participate in the “Think Global, Think Hong Kong” symposium held in

劥莅չ鼠ぢ椕 • 껷鼇껻度պ锸㠢ꤑ✫➝

enabled Unissoft to develop a complete supply chain – helping us to further expand our

Japan. Apart from introducing Hong Kong’s FinTech and smart living

稲껻度㖈ꆄ輑猰䪮⿻兰䢵欰崞涸剓倞涮㾝㢫

business in the mainland market.”

innovations to the symposium attendees, the participating Cyberport

莅涸侸焺度ⴲⶾ⟱噠❠倴㜥Ⰹ鏤縨㾝⡙ぢ

start-ups set up booths to introduce their business plans to the Japanese

傈劥㉂歲➝稲➮⦛涸噠倰呪庠鑑傈劥䋑㜥

business community as a way to test the market response.

涸䥰

and the opportunities they offered in the last two years, our team was able to share
our DeepTech with various government departments and enterprises from Hong
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⚥剤堥剚ぢ껻度⿻Ⰹ㖒涸佟䏎堥圓⿻Ⱇ➝稲稙允涸DeepTech倰呪侸焺度㖈㣐抓⼦涸
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On that occasion, Cyberport took the opportunity to sign a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) with Mizuho Financial Group of Japan to strengthen
support for start-ups from Hong Kong and Japan in terms of investor
matching and market expansion in both places. It is hoped that mutual
support will help Hong Kong start-ups enter the Japanese market more easily
and attract more Japanese start-ups to establish a presence in Hong Kong.
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Aldous Ng ゟ㕜耫
Founder and CEO of Unissoft Technology Co, Ltd.
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